cabinet members.
The Carlyle Group funds and develops
weaponry which our military uses to
invade other countries and kill thousands
of people in the name of "liberation".
They profit from mass destruction, and
they use their government connections
to secure deadly deals for their private
investors.
If this group sounds dangerous to you,
send them a copy of this flyer to let
them know we're on to them, and contact your elected representatives to
demand an accounting for their profits
from human tragedy.
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“War coverage should be more than a parade of retired generals and retired government flacks
posing as reporters. Why not invite on some voices that are not Pentagon-approved?”
- Amy Goodman, Democracy Now!

Tune in to WBAI and hear a different voice.
www.wbai.org
99.5 FM
The Independent Media Center is a network of collectively run media outlets for the creation of
radical, accurate, and passionate tellings of the truth. It strives to counter mainstream media's
distortions and unwillingness to cover events which challenge their corporate masters.
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